Club Booster V2 by Alphard Golf turns your push cart into a
premium electric golf caddy that can be controlled via remote
or follow you with the optional magnetic smart tether.
Converting your push cart takes less than 20 minutes. Simply
remove the existing back wheels and install the mounting
brackets. Club Booster V2 includes all the features found on
premium electric caddies at a fraction of the price!

FITS MOST MAJOR BRANDS

CLICGEAR | All 3-Wheel and 4-Wheel Models
SUN MOUNTAIN | Speed, Micro, Pathfinder 3 & 4 Carts
BAGBOY | Quad XL, Compact 3, Tri-Swivel, & Nitron
ROVIC | RV1S & RV1C
CADDYTEK | All Models
AXGLO | All Models
BIG MAX | IQ
ALPHARD | Duo Cart

TFS
TETHER FOLLOW SENSOR

TFS (Tether Follow Sensor) allows your golf cart to follow you
without a remote! The optional tether magnetically clips to the
included metal belt attachment while the smart tether
receiver easily attaches to your golf bag and communicates
with your Club Booster V2 via Bluetooth. TFS adjusts the Club
Booster V2’s speed and direction to match your movement.
TFS is virtually undetectable while in-iuse as the Club Booster
V2 carries all of the weight. TFS requires no additional set up
and is ready to go out of the box.
Seamlessly transition between the TFS and remote to get the
best of both worlds.
NOTE: TFS is only compatible with swivel front wheel carts.

FEATURES
6 AXIS GYROSCOPE

An integrated 6-axis gyroscope detects the terrain and adjusts to keep your cart tracking straight even as it traverses bumps and slopes.

CRUISE CONTROL

As the sensors in the motors detect a downhill slope, Club Booster V2 automatically sets a nice, even-paced controlled descent.

ELECTRONIC PARKING BRAKE

The electronic parking brake keeps your cart locked in place even on an incline.

DISTANCE TIMERS

The Club Booster V2 remote includes distance timer buttons that automatically send your cart 15 or 30 yards out.

DETACHABLE BATTERY

The lithium-ion battery is guaranteed to last up to 500 cycles — which means it will last years before needing replacement. The battery can
easily be detached and swapped with a 2nd battery so you can play all day.

WEATHERPROOF

Club Booster V2 is 100% weather-proof and water resistant so you can play in the rain. It is fully sealed, so simply spray it with a hose to clean.

EFFICIENT ENGINEERING

Gearless and brushless hub motors make the Club Booster V2 super quiet, extremely efficient, incredibly powerful and best of all, maintenance-free.

APP ENABLED

Use your smart phone as a backup remote or to customize default settings for speed and turning radius. Firmware updates can also be
downloaded through the app to keep your Club Booster V2 at optimal performance.
SCAN TO

SEE IT IN ACTION

ACCESSORIES
4WHEEL SWIVEL CONVERSION KIT
Turn your Clicgear 3-wheel push cart in the a 4-wheel swivel
cart for greater manueverablity and use with TFS.
Compatible with Clicgear Models 3.0, 3.5+ and 4.0

STORAGE BAG

EXTRA BATTERY

WHEELIE BARS

Protective bag to store your Club Booster.
Batteries can be easily be swapped out on the Prevents cart from tipping when going up
Fits Original Club Booster and Club Booster V2. course to give you additional rounds of play. steep inclines. (Included with Club Booster V2)

V2 UPGRADE KIT

Upgrade your original Club Booster
with all the new V2 features
including 6-axis gyro, redesigned
remote, Bluetooth connectivity
and more power/torque

833-539-1200
AlphardGolf.com
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